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As summer slips
away, these
trends will
help you hold
on to it just a
little while
longer.

1. Palm
Trees,
Calm
Breeze
Seaside destinations
are all about bright
colors and light
fabrics. Whether you
plan on hitting the
beaches of the
Caribbean Islands,
Italy, or simply

visiting a local
beachside resort
when another heat
wave hqits, you can
count on your
favorite designers
to accompany you on
that journey through
their Resort 2023
designs. Johanna
Oritz presented a
collection inspired
by palm trees and
other tropical
plants. Designed in
a variety of colors
and applied to an
array of
silhouettes, the
designer ensured
that no matter how
direct her approach
to summer fashion
and these floral
influences was, even
the most classical
and unadventurous
dresser would
be able to
find something
to suit their
style. Among
the best picks
is a caftan
dress in a
soft champagne
shade, printed
with large,
bright, green
leaves – its
randomized

placement made the
design modern and
fashionable. Other,
even more elegant
and easily-wearable
versions mixed
neutral colors with
tribal-inspired

details, such as a
mini dress, its hem
adorned with
decorative rope-like
embroidery, sequins,
and feathers.
Another standout was
a black gown with a
giant palm tree
printed front and
center. This more
elegant version of
tropical prints was
also presented by
Oscar de la Renta,
where current
designers Laura Kim
and Fernando Garcia
felt inspired by the
late designer’s
passion for
gardening. Among the

traditional flower
renditions, the
brand hid more
exotic plants –
displaying an array
of prints featuring
grass, fungus, and
blooming flowers.
One such
example is a
strapless, mini
babydoll dress
with a puffy
skirt and an
elaborate,
colorful print
sawn onto a
soft baby
blue fabric.
The
realistic
illustration
appears to come
alive
[cont. next page]

[the Resort overview
article continues
over the following
pages; the abstract
glimpses shown are
derived by AT from
some relevant resort
collections in free
sequence]

If you’re not a
print person but
rather someone who
enjoys more
elaborate

silhouettes

with all its colors
and textures. For
Brandon Maxwell –

palm trees

are
the perfect theme

cocktail
dress. It’s hard
for a

to tell whether they
look more impressive
in black and white
or in a colorful,
optimistic array of
yellow and
turquoise. While
visiting the
seaside, keep an eye
out for the sirens.
Alberta Ferretti,
Jonathan Simkhai,
and Gucci all gave a

nod towards those
sea creatures,
creating gowns made
of blue sequins – an
oddly specific
choice shared by
brands, which
typically have
little in common.

of a garment – you
will find your match
in flowy, sheer
fabrics and ruffles,
which dance
rhythmically in the
breeze of an ocean.
A true trendsetter
will likely fall for
Blumarine's
collection where
off-the-shoulder,
partly see-through
mini dresses – the
typical soft look of
Blumarine – overlap

army
green and
cargo pants
with plenty
of pockets. It
with

is a much more grown
and bold version of
a Blumarine girl,
but her trendy Y2K
style remains and
keeps her the center
of attention. Those
hard elements were
countered by a more

romantic touch –
long, ruffled tops
appearing to be a
bra in the front and
a dress in the back.
The ruffle can also
be found in their
knitted dresses –
the collar and the
hem featuring a
ruffle detail
connected the two
together in a jabotlike fashion.
Ruffled hems were
also a popular
sighting at David
Koma, whose pick of
the season seemed to
be stiffer and much
more spectacular in
its form. His

opera-styled
lacy gloves
decorated with a
curly stripe of
fabric, so long it
dragged on the floor
behind the model,
screamed drama in
the best of all
possible ways. They
appeared both in
white and black,
mimicking the
contrasting themes
of the entire
collection – a clash

between a
tough biker

collection, four
girl and a
such gems were
hidden. Their color?
soft,
Juicy lime
flowerloving nymph. and bright
David Koma described pink.
the collection as a
play on opposites
that attract one
another: “Hot and
cold; hard and soft;
aggressive and
sensual – this
contrast is key to
every look, either
in the fabrication
or structure.”

2.
Juicy
Citru
s
While Koma focused
on opposites, his
collection wasn’t
all black and white.
After all, summer is
a time of optimism,
energy, and joy – a
bit of neon fits
those qualities
best. Somewhere in
the middle of the

[cont. next page]

Those colors
appeared in other
collections too,
cementing the trend
as one of the major
stars of the
season.
Versace,
Roberto
Cavalli, Stella
McCartney, and
Prabal Gurung
all flirted
with a splash
of color in
their
respective
collections.
Such a color palette
would fit perfectly
into the suitcase
packed for an
exciting South
American trip or a
weekend of parting

Miami or
Madrid.
in

Ottolinger showed
their love for the
refreshing citrus in
an even more
pronounced way –
they printed some
lemons onto an
otherwise
melancholic plaid
print akin to a
design of picnic
blankets. The most
impressive were the
stockings, adorned

by that same print
and several cutouts,
creating a fashionforward and never
boring item – one

embodying the
essence of the young
Ottolinger brand
completely.
The lemon fever
reached Cavalli
as well – except its
designer Fausto
Puglisi decided to
go for a more
classic,
monochromatic
approach. A stunning
minidress styled as
a tank top might
have been boring,
even with its juicy
yellow color. Worry
not; a waistcinching, underbust
corset, and some
subtle cutouts on

the sides make it
one of the stands
out in an overall
fantastic collection
– certainly one of
the best of the
season. A tangy
orange-red
gown,
transforming
its solid color
into a leopard
print near the
hem, is one of
the more
challenging
options, but a

confident
fashionista
would surely
wear it with
grace. Versace’s
rendition of the
trend includes a
lime green twinset
(printed with its
monogram-like print,
of course) matched
with a mini leather
skirt and the now
famous Bratz shoes.
Those will likely
hold onto their
popularity as long
as Y2K lives in the
heart of
fashionistas,
especially now that
we all have our eyes

Barbie
movie in the
on the

making, staring
Margot Robbie and
Ryan Gosling. In
keeping with the
spirit of the early
2000s, Donatella

Versace
presented crushed
velvet dresses –
rather simple in
their form, but the
color and textures
were enough to give
them life. “This
season feels very
impulsive and
energetic,” said the
designer – sounds
like an invitation
to take a trip
somewhere far and
truly let loose.

3.
Let’s
go on
a
ride

Speaking of letting
loose – a wild party
might do the trick
for some – others
looking for a more
low-key way to
recharge might
consider taking a
road trip –
preferably on a
motorbike. What
about extreme
sports? Driving fast
cars? It may just be
what you need to
break away from your
routinely job at the
office. Such
entertainment might
be a good idea for
someone with little
time to plan an
elaborate, lengthy
trip. At least, such
seems to be the
consensus between
Chanel and Diesel –
an unlikely pair,
and yet this season
they both chose to
explore a theme of
race cars and other
fast machines. For
Diesel, this
direction is
perfectly on brand –
some leather here,
skin-tight moto-wear
there. There were
plenty of bikerstyle, slim-fitting
leather jackets to

choose from too. A
super fashionable
and utterly cool set
made out of worn,
brown leather pants
and a jacket,
unzipped from the

a
layer of
distressed
denim
peeking from
underneath.
bottom, had

Those biker-style
leather jackets seem
to be all the craze
as Louis Vuitton and
Givenchy enjoyed
them too.
[cont. next page]

For Chanel –
even a race car
theme carries an air
of class and
Parisian elegance.
Viard staged the
fashion show in
Monaco, known for
its casinos and the
Formula One Grand
Prix. It started off
with a variation of
racecar driver’s
all-in-ones and
mechanic’s overalls
– their simplicity
of form and
oversized fit
contracting divinely
with the luxury of
their fabrics and
embellishments.
Tweed – a classic
Chanel trope, a
monogram – loved by
the younger
generation, and
sequins – added for
an extra layer of
pizzazz. The color
palette for those
centered around
feminine red,
asphalt grey, and
innocent, crisp
white. The models
styled with

hats

dad

and classic

pumps carried
another surprise –
an actual driver’s
helmet. That one
piece of functional
wear will certainly
be highly sought
after by many
collectors. Another
source of
inspiration for
Chanel seemed to be
the actual waving
starter flags – used
as a print they
enjoyed plenty of

Their
eye-catching
checked,
black-andwhite look
blended well
with soft
chiffon
skirts, giving
attention.

them a surprisingly
demure and elegant
look. One of the
most beautiful of
them was a
sleeveless maxi
dress in white,
printed heavily with
small flags and
Chanel’s logo,
decorated with soft,
white lace at the

layer over the top
part. Even if such a
dress may not be fit
for a road trip, one
can showcase their
love for an active
lifestyle full of
adventure thanks to
this trend.

4.
Gat
her
Up ;
Dra
pe
me
Up
Summer fashion has
many perks, but it
is also quite

restrictive. Hot
temperatures do not
allow for layering,
even some texturized
fabrics prove to be
too much in the
ever-warming
weather, and so many
fashion styles are
off the table.
However, that does
not mean that you
have no choice for a
fun night out on the
weekend beyond a
common summer dress
or a matching set –
there's no fun in
that since that's
exactly what all the
other girls will
wear. A true
fashionista would
never settle for
such a dated
approach. One of the
most surprising
trends of this
season was certainly
ruched material. If
this type of trend
didn’t seem like a
particularly
creative choice
already – many
designers restored
to a particular type
of this fabric
manipulation,
gathering the
material right
through the front of

dresses that ended
right below the
knee. It’s such a
specific trend that
it will surely be
all over the
offering of fast
fashion brands in no

Prabal
Gurung,
Blumarine,
Norma
Kamali, and
Philosophy
di Lorenzo
Serafini all
time.

presented their
versions of the
garment, giving it
their own unique
flavor. Lorenzo
Serafini showed a
romantic, black
number with long
ham-shaped sleeves.

Christian
Sirano and Norma
Kamali went for
bright colors –
raspberry pink and
zesty lemon, while
Isabel Marant
doubled down on the
texture with subtle
prints in

feminine

purple and
pink. Paco
Rabanne mixed the
trend with stylized
’40s star-printed
dresses, with dippy
hems in a stunning,
elegant blue.
[cont. next page]

Besides this
extremely particular
case of ruching, the
fashion industry
found other ways to
gather and drape.
The final look of
Rabanne's collection
was an emerald green
gown with side cutouts. The front of
the dress was
gathered at the
waist with a broochlike, large, flowershaped embroidery. A
similar one appeared
right at the start
of the collection,
gathering up a

black,
floor-length
skirt with a
slit so long it
almost split the

fabric in half. One
of my
favorites
this
season –
Robert
Cavalli –
ticked
off many
boxes on
this
list,
including
the
gathering
trend presented in
many ways, including
knee-length dresses
with leopard print;
colorful side panels
serving as a way to

accentuate
the female
body. Another one
was a black mini
with leopard spots
and a sweetheart
neckline, a string
going through its
middle and around
the neck. Cavalli’s

wild side

was
further explored by
a small leopard head
and bold, regencyinspired jewelry.
Finally, a nod
towards AZ Factory –
a label carrying on
in memory of Alber

Elbaz, with
seasonally rotating
young designers.
This time around,
Ester Manas and
Balthazar Delepierre
of the fashion brand
Ester Manas played
around with various
draperies –
gathering with a
string, forming
decorative ruffles
at the hems, and
textured dresses.
There was also a
sighting of the
seemingly most
simple of ways to
drape – taking the
fabric and putting
it around the model
akin to a blanket,
cinching it in at
the areas that one
wishes to expose.
The effect was a
stunning army green
mini and a bright
pink top, both longsleeved and
connected to a pair
of gloves.

5. Icy

Par

adi
se
References to global
warming and the need
to mobilize to
minimalize our
carbon footprint
appear in fashion
most often under the
trope of sustainable
fabrics and
production
strategies –
recycling,
eliminating plastic
consumption, and the
use of animal skins.
Those trends are
channeled towards
making us act and
consume in a more
environment-friendly
way, but we rarely
see global warming
affecting the actual
style of the
garment. This season
I spotted a somewhat
demure reference to
the direction
fashion is taking,
and it has nothing
to do with the
process of creating
the garments
themselves. It’s

about customer
culture. With the
ever-growing
temperatures, many
European citizens
have no need to
travel to faraway
destinations to get
that extra sunny,
extra hot weather.
This kind of climate
is not becoming our
own, and many of us
are not too pleased
at all. Resort
collections are
typically used to
present holidaythemed items, a
travel-driven
offering filled with
items meant to
accompany their
client on a journey
of winding down
after what was
likely a busy period

In
theory, it's
not tied to
summer or
winter –
it’s a
reflection
of
customers'
of work.

needs and
desires. For
years we associated
this season with
swimwear and other
kinds of beachwear –
like a more summery
version of the
spring/summer
season. It was the
reflection of a
common desire of

affluent
clients to

spend

their downtime
surrounded by the
warmth that they
often lacked back
home. It seems like
that’s not the case
anymore, at least
not for all. Gucci,
Burberry, Max Mara,
and Lanvin – these
established brands
with loyal customer
bases seem to
respond to the
growing desire to
escape into an icy
paradise, one that
would feel like a
luxury, especially
with the boiling hot
summer we’ve had
this year.
[cont. next page]

capes, spectacular
in their form – more
akin to a knight’s

armor

Gu
cc
i

started the

collection off with
a black, short cape
made out of various
furs, finished off
with golden brown
traces at the hem. A
black coat
embellished
intricately with a
print reminiscent of

twinkling
galaxies of
stars, its hems
lined with black
fur, presented a
more feminine, girly
look. It opposed the
prominent leather
trench and sequined

rather than
an extravagant party
accessory. Cropped
fur jacket styled
with a print
mimicking ermine fur
– a garment highly
sought after in
Medieval times and
reserved for the
highest-ranking
members of the court
only.

the fur coat with

time and time again

A
bright
red,

Lanvin,

the
highlight was crisp
white, cozy fur
coats that look and
likely feel like a
hug from a polar
bear – a not-sodeadly one.
[cont. next page]

decorative
ruff finished off
A

Michele’s modern
take on the
Elizabethan era
fashion. There were
so many great
outerwear pieces –
the entire section
of this article
could be taken up by
descriptions of
those, but I will
only mention two
more.

they did not present
one summery look
this season. The
focus was solemnly
on dark, moody
fashion with a hint
of workwear chic. At

padded car
coat is a
spectacular but
still comfortable
piece, one that will
catch the attention
of people but might
not make you seem
like a fashion
victim. That will
not be the case for

prominent padded
shoulders and an
array of colors,
printed further with
a geometric print.
This style will make
all the jaws drop –
likely so will its
price tag. Burberry
made less effort –
in all honesty,
Riccardo Ticci is

leaving me wanting
more these last few
years. I guess a
traditional brand
like Burberry cannot
showcase his talent
nearly as well as
Givenchy did in the
past. Non the less,
it’s worth noting
that as one of the
top fashion houses,

6.
Cri
sp
Wh
ite
As far as the color
trends go this
season, juicy citrus
shades overlap with
a more classical,
demure color that is
white. The general
consensus among the
designers is that
it’s a color that is
easy to work with
and fits well with
any kind of style
and fabric. As far
as the color trends
go this season,

juicy citrus
shades

overlap with
a more
classical,
demure color
– crisp white. The
general consensus
among the designers
is that it’s an easy
to work with shade
that fits well with
any kind of style
and fabric. Two
specific trends
seemed more popular
than the rest –

white
knitwear

and
embroidery anglaise.
Starting off with
knitwear – although
it is not the most
obvious choice
during hot weather,
if you make it extra
airy with spaces inbetween the yarn,
you can still enjoy
it during the
evening time by the
sea in the
Mediterranean or

Southern
Asia.

Chloe’s Gabriela
Hearst went for
something simple – a
knitted tank top
dress, partly seethrough thanks to
its spacy knitting
technique, although
there were also more
exciting items.
Knotted leatherwork
adorning corsetshaped dresses was
the most impressive
by far, followed
closely by several
different styles
made with broderie
anglaise. Alberta
Ferretti had some of
that too – a set of
wide trousers and a
matching tank top –
while Stella
McCartney adorner
her cotton dresses
with broderie
anglaise and large
side cut-out,
exposing nearly the
entire back. Anna
October went for a
pretty, cropped
sweater, seemingly
composed of
overlapping circles
– a popular theme
with her peers.

Chanel’s race car
theme was broken up
by the classic
Parisian chic,
oozing with elegance
and a soft girly
aesthetic. White
lace suit, partly
see-through due to
the scarcely woven
fabric embroidered
with little,
mismatched flowers,
represented a trend
of summer suits.
Suits are a topic I
have covered often,
as they are
adaptable and always
fashionable thanks
to their
professional edge,
which invites
designers to
experiment. They
appeared in
lookbooks of
Carolina Herrera,
Alexandra Rich, and
Giambattista Valli,
indicating clear
favoritism of this
trend by brands
known for their
feminine style.
Chanel’s approach
relied heavily on
girly charm but was
broken up by a top
that was more
inclined to catch

the attention of the
Y2K crowd, eager to
expose their
expensive logos and
sexy bodies. A sweet
top bound together
loosely by hook and
eye front closures
in the shape of
Chanel’s logo was a
modern, trendy touch
that Viard often
implements as a way
to keep the legacy
of Chanel's golden
period alive. The
look came together
with the addition of
sneakers, elaborate
jewelry, and a
ribbon tied as a bow
around the ponytail
(BLACKPINK’s Jennie
got this trend going
years ago, and it
seems it's still a
hit). White returned
later on in the form
of knitted dresses –
a nod towards the
first microtrend
within this
category. White lace
and elaborate
embroideries are
also a trend of
interest for Maria
Grazia Chiuri, who
did Resort much
better this year
than the year prior.
It may have been the

rich Spanish culture
and fashion history
that gave her such a
vivid and attractive
vision for this
season.

7. La
hora
de
Espa
na
Spain is one of the
most prominently
explored locations
this season, based
on Dior’s deep dive
into an aesthetic
filled with ruffles,
matador-inspired
looks, and flamenco
dresses. The last
one caught the eye
of Alessandra Rich
as well, giving life
to a bright-red
number with an
extended, feathery
hem ––
[cont. next page]

a

stunn
ing

rendition

of the classic. The
show was staged in
Sevilla, and its
prime inspiration
was Carmen Amaya –
the first flamenco
dancer to wear men’s
clothes in the 1950s
– the ultimate power
move in a field of
excessive femininity
contrasted by a
dominant male
figure. The show
started off with a

Manila scarf
adorned with fringe
and embroidered with
silver flowers. This
style originated in
China, from where it

was
transported
to Andalusia
through
Manila – the
reason for
its
particular
name. Its
femininity
contrasts
strongly with
simple
masculine
pants held up
by suspenders. The
flurry of lean
jackets, vests,
trousers,
embroidery, and
passementerie – all
of that topped off
with locally-made
men’s sombreros. One
of the standout
styles was an anklelength suit made
with lace, which
held a keen
resemblance to the
first “suit” made
for women. The style
originated in France
in the mid-17th
century and carried
the name of riding
habit – an item of
clothing only
suitable for a woman
to wear when she
rode a horse. Plenty

of ruffles – skirts,
off-the-shoulder
tops with shirring
details, and
flamenco dresses in
taffeta followed.
They were
accessorized with a

place to be for the
Resort 2023 season,
but it also showed
all Spaniards, that
despite Dior’s

Dior classic

roots,
and the growing
power of East-Asian
and American
customers, the brand
is eager to explore
all cultures, and
highlight them in a
beautiful, and
uniquely stylish
way. “Seville was a
port where all
cultures met. That’s
the beauty of the
place… When people
are becoming more
nationalistic, we
need to build
bridges with
fashion.” Chiuri
shared after the
show – a
surprisingly deep
and politicallycharged turn for a
stunning collection
that explored the

– the Saddle Bag,
one of with was made
in collaboration
with the craftsman
Javier Menacho
Guisado, who
specializes in
leatherwork. Jewelry
and elaborate metal
accessories attached
to the collars were
the work of a metalworking company,
which makes thread
imitating lace, and
other priceless
fabrics, for
religious statues
and ceremonial
objects.
The show was an
exceptional
promotion of Spanish
fashion and the
country itself – it
not only presented
the Dior client and
all of the fans of
the brand with the
proposition that

Spain

is the

French

origins,
the designer's

Italian

roots of Spanish

fashion

– from

the style of
clothing to popular
cultural figures and
the craftsmanship

which made it all
appear as grand as
we saw it. What more
could you need to
feel captivated by
Spain? What more
reason do you need
to plan of visit?
I’ll see you there
soon!
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conspiracy theories-you know, the sort of
theories we associate
UFOs and all that
stuff. But conspiracy
theories about socks
are real. For instance,
a particularly potent
sock conspiracy theory
derives from the wellknown fact that most
washing machines is
made in China and thus

BPOS. The BPOS company
specializes, worldwide,
in the selling of what
they call Only One
Sock. Not telling where
they, most
suspiciously, get their
only one sock from,
they offer themselves
as a solution to the
problem: buy only one
sock, and then there
will be no one sock

<<501 Ways
of Dealing
with the
Missing
Sock
Problem>>
That's the name of
a new handbook
which, according
to the
cognoscenti, can
be rather
considered a must
in every civilized
home, at least in
digital form. As a
reviewer puts it
under the book's
sale page, "Nobody
who is the owner
of socks, and who uses
a washing machine, has
been spared for the
mystery of missing
socks. There are, of
course, conspiracy
theories about this."
Now perhaps you
wouldn't think socks
are a typical area for

possibly under the
supervision of the
Communist party in
Beijing. According to
the theory, the party
sort of warps of one of
every pair of socks to
a vast storehose,
belonging to what the
theory identifies as
The Beijing Proud of
One Sock company. or

missing anymore, for
there are no pairs of
socks.
Ben van der Sockinhead,
who recently doctored
at a Dutch university
with a thesis on One
Sock Theories and
Conspiracies:
Separating Sock Fiction
from Sock Fact, has

thrown the idea of
washing machines
secretely warping away
socks to China to the
dustbin. "Yes," Ben
said, in a recent
conversation with the
TNS column, "it is a
debunked theory. First
of all, washing
machines are real but
warps are not real.
Second, plenty of
people have reportedly
got pairs of socks out
of a large number of
modern washing
machines. So the
problem is not
consistent." We asked
Ben, soon a professor
in Sock Topology, as
for helps and hints.
"First of all, there
are no easy solutions
of the type presented
in the 501 book" (Ben
refers to the 501 Ways
of Dealing with the
Missing Sock Problem).
"The missing sock
problem," Ben
continues, "should be
mentally translated
into something more
positive, such as the
Presence of One Sock
Indeed. Now that will
itself not quite solve
it, but it will lift
the emotionality
considerably. We are no
longer dealing with the
m-word, but rather
noticing the fact that,
what we see is not the

the
sock we do indeed
have, and that
counts as
something
missing sock but

positive."
That positive attitude
to the One Sock
phenomenon is

Bob
Marley's
well-known
song "One
Sock",
emphasizing
the nondivisivenes
s of life and
epitomized in

the approach of I-and-I
when it comes to
handling socks and
other issues such as
Stir It Up in the
morning.
Meanwhile, the
Victoria's Secret
company has come up
with a unique solution
to the one missing sock
challenge: they have a
brand-new no-sock
luxury outfit;
comprised, essentially,
of no socks. Head of
brand development at VS

says, "We are confident
that in touching the
tone of no-socks we are
contributing to a
solution to the global
challenge of the
missing sock." The nosock set of outfits are
shown by suitable
catwalk models in an
upcoming show; apart
from the fact that the
outfit contains no
sock, we have no
information about
whatever else there may
to the outfit, if
anything. We look
immensely forward to
this show.

